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Let P(x, D) be an elliptic operator of order m with infinitely differentiable 
coefficients defined in an open subset Q of R”. Let E C Q be a compact set and 
denote by N(E) the set of distributions defined in a neighborhood of E which 
satisfy the homogeneous equation P(x, D)f = 0 in this neighborhood. A point 
x,, E E is called a bounded point evaluation for N(E) CL*(E) if evaluation at x,, 
is continuous on N(E) in the I? norm. In this paper we make a complete 
analysis of the relationship between the existence of bounded point evaluation 
and the density of N(E) in P(E), 1 < p < a,. One of the two main tools is a 
characterization of bounded point evaluations in terms of Bessel capacities. 
Comparison with the known analysis in terms of Bessel capacities of when 
N(E) is dense in D(E) enables us to relate the problems. The final information 
comes from the second main tool, the construction of a set E which has no 
bounded point evaluations but for which N(E) is dense in P’(E). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let P(x, 0) = CI~I+,, a,(x)W be an elliptic operator of order m with infinitely 
differentiable coefficients defined in an open subset Q of R”. Let EC Q be a 
compact set and denote by J(E) th e set of distributions u defined in a neigh- 
borhood of E which satisfy the homogeneous equation P(x, D)u = 0 in this 
neighborhood. The question of when M(E) is dense in Lp(E) (1 < p < CO) 
has been studied by Bagby and Brennan [3], Brennan [4], Hedberg [7, 91, 
and Polking [15]. 
In this paper we will study a related problem. A point x,, E E is called a 
bounded point evaluation (BPE) for N(E) CLP(E) if evaluation at x0 is con- 
tinuous on M(E) in the Lp norm. It seems clear that if a set E has a BPE, 
then M(E) is not dense in Lp(E). This appealingly intuitive statement seems 
to be difficult to prove however (at least if the order of P(x, D) is larger than 
one). In this paper we make a complete analysis of the relationship between 
the existence of bounded point evaluation and the density of N(E) in Lp(E). 
One of the two main tools is a characterization of bounded point evaluations 
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in terms of Bessel capacities. Comparison with the known analysis in terms of 
Bessel capacities of when A’(E) is d ense inLP(E) enables us to relate the problems. 
The final information comes from the second main tool, the construction of a 
set E which has no bounded point evaluations but for which N(E) is not dense 
in D’(E). Finally, in Section 6 we specialize to n = 2 and P(x, D) = a/2% 
and give a characterization of bounded point derivations. 
The case when P(x, D) = a/Z .a in C has been studied by Brennan [4]. He 
proved that for p # 2 N(E) is dense in D(E) if and only if E has no bounded 
point evaluations. We will show that for p = 2 no such characterization is 
possible. For this case, and for p # 2, Hedberg [8] has given a characterization 
of bounded point evaluations. Bounded point evaluations have also been studied 
by Bagby and Brennan [3]. 
The authors are grateful to L. I. Hedberg for his many valuable comments. 
2. BOUNDED POINT EVALUATIONS AND FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTIONS 
For a multiindex t3 = (a ,..., /3,J we will set 1 /I 1 = /?, + ... + pn and 
~0 = ayjxO1 . . . . . asnpxsn. Then P(x, 0) = &i(m aa(x will denote a 
differential operator of order m. We will assume that P(x, 0) is defined in an 
open set Q, has infinitely differentiable coefficients, and is elliptic. We will also 
assume that P(x, D) has a biregular fundamental solution; i.e., we will assume 
that there is a function H EL~,,(Q x Q) such that 
JYx, D) W, Y> = 6, , WY, D) Wx, Y> = 6,) 
when tP(y, 0) is the formal adjoint of P(x, D), and 6, is the Dirac measure 
supported at x. It then follows that His infinitely differentiable off the diagonal 
in Q x Q. Furthermore if m < n it follows that for each compact set KC Sz, 
there are constants FK,B such that 
I D6H(x, y)l < PK.0 I x - y P-‘+“, x,y~K. (1) 
We will in addition assume that for each x E Sz there are constants F and 6 
such that 
I WG r>l 3 F I x -Y P-+, Ix-YIdS. (2) 
The inequality (1) is probably classical but it follows easily using the theory of 
pseudodifferential operators. In the language of that subject, His the kernel of a 
parametrix (a very special one to be sure). The estimate in (1) now follows as in 
Seeley [16]. The assumption that (2) holds is valid for a wide class of operators. 
In fact the authors know of no counterexample. We will not attempt to give the 
best known conditions which ensure the existence of a fundamental solution. 
Suffice it to point out that Malgrange [l l] has proved that any elliptic operator 
with real analytic coefficients has a fundamental solution. 
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DEFINITION 1. Let 1 < p < 00. Then x0 E E, is a bounded point e~aZuation 
(BPE) for N(E) CL”(E), if there is a constant F such that 
1 u(xJl < F 15, 1 u(x)l” dx/“’ for all u E N(E). 
Let Q be defined by p-l + q-l = 1. Denote by Lmq the space of all functions 
whose distribution derivatives of order less than or equal to m are functions 
in Lg. The following theorem shows the correspondence between bounded point 
evaluations and the fundamental solutions. 
THEOREM 1. Let 1 <p < co. Then x0 is a BPEfor Jlr(E)CLp(E) if and only 
if there is a function folk,,,,,, such that f(x) = H(x, , x) for all x E Q\E. 
Remark. Notice that there is no restriction on the order of P(x, 0) in 
Theorem 1. 
Proof. Let x,, be a BPE for M(E) C Lp(E). Then there is a function g E Lq(E) 
such that 
Set 
4%) = s 44 .&> fix 
for all u E A’“(E). E 
f b9 = jE H(x, Y) &> dx. 
Then, since H(x, y) E N(E) if y E Q\E, we have 
f 0) = WG, > Y), Y E Q\E. 
On the other hand tP(y, 0) f(y) = g(y), so the standard regularity results for 
elliptic operators imply that 
f E G*l0CW. 
Now suppose f ELP,,,,,(S~) satisfies f(x) = H(x,, , x) if x E Q\E. Set g = 
$P(x, D)f. Then g ELQ(E) and g(x) = 0 if x 6 E. Let u E N(E). Choose an 
infinitely differentiable function v such that v(x) = 1 in a neighborhood of E 
and such that v(x) = 0 outside the domain of u. Then 
I= [ 4~) g(y) dy = j- 94~) 4~) g(y) dr = j- V(Y) 4~) TY> 0) f W dr 
= t P(Y, WJ(Y) ubNf(y) dr- u 
Since P(y, 0) {y(y) u(y)} = 0 in a neighborhood of E, and f(y) = H(x, , y) 
for y E Q\E we have 
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.c U(Y) g(y) dY = 4%) E 
for all u E N(E). Since g ELQ(E), x0 is a BPE for J’(E) CLP(E). Q.E.D. 
3. THE CAPACITIES Cav, 
Denote the Bessel kernel by G, , where 0 < OL < n. G, is most conveniently 
defined in terms of its Fourier transform by 
Qx) = (I + I x 12)-a/2. 
DEFINITION 2. Let 1 < 4 < co and let A be a set in Rn. Then C,,,(A) = 
inf s IRAQ dx, where the infimum is over all MEL*, such that f(x) >, 0 
and J G,(x - y) f(y) dy > 1 for all x E A. 
Denote by B,(6) the ball {y; I y - x / < S} and by Ak(x) the annulus 
(y; 2-L-l < I y - x I < 2-k). 
LEMMA 1. (A) If aq < n, there are constants F1 and F2 such that 
F$-@ < C,,,(B,@)) < F2Pan for O<S<l. 
(B) If CYQ = n, there are constants F3 and F4 such that 
F&g( 1 /Wq < C,,,(&@)) < F,hd 1 /Wq foral16,0<8<86,<1. 
For the proof of Lemma 1 and for further details about these capacities, see 
Meyers [13]. 
The following three lemmas will be used in Theorem 2. The first lemma is 
easy to prove. 
LEMMA 2. Let 01 > 1. Then 
where [x] stands for the greatest integer less than or equal to x. 
LEMMA 3. There are constants F andFB independent of x such that 
(a) / PC,(x)/ <F, / x j-n+m-161 for all x and 
(b) G,(x) > F I .Y Ipnta for all x in a neighborhood of the origin. 
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Proof. The following formula can be found in Stein [17, p. 1321. 
Using this formula the proof is easy. We omit the details. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA4. abtl<p<W; 
Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 3 and from the fact that G,(y) < 
FIC-F~l~I, F, > 0, when 1 y I-+ co. 
The following theorem will be used in proving Theorem 5 in Section 5. 
THEOREM 2. Let 1 < q < 03 and let 0 < C’Q < n. Then there is a compact 
set E without interior such that 
6) CCt,Q(BO(#\E) < c%Q(Bd+)>, 
(ii) ~~=, 2’W,,,(A,(x)\E) = 00 for all x E W. 
Remark. Hedberg [7] has proved that if i?iiix+m 2%‘,,,(A,(x)\E) > 0 for 
almost all x E [w”, then C,,,( U\E) = C,,,(V) for all open sets U. 
Proof. (A) The construction of E. Let k = 1, 2, 3 ,.... Set 
6, = k-2/(n-a4)2-[n/(n-~Q)]k if q-=cn, (1) 
and 
Sk = exp{ -(ks2nk)11(q-1)} if aq = n. (2) 
Lemma 1 implies that there are constants F1 and F, such that 
Flk-22-“” < C,,,(B,(t&)) < F2k-22--nb, k = 1, 2, 3 ,.... 
Choose k,, such that 6, < 2-“-l for all k > k. and such that 
(3) 
kij F$-2 < C%Q(B”(i))- (4) 
0 
Let /I(O) be the closed unit cube with center at the origin. Cover Ato) with 
2*” cubes with side 2-“. Call the cubes AS’, i = 1,2,..., 2nk. In every AZ’ put 
an open ball I$‘, i = 1, 2 ,..., 2nk, such that Bc’ and A:’ have the same center 
and such that 
The radius of Bti) is 6 k k’ (5) 
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If R 3 k, , set 
!pK 
B, I= u Bt’. 
i=l 
The subadditivity of C,,, , (3), and (5) now imply that 
Thus 
C&B,) < c C,,,(B~)) < 2”kFzk-22-nk = F,k-2. 
0 
(6) 
Repeat the construction for all k 3 k,, . One observes that BII’,’ and Bgi may 
intersect each other, but that does not matter. Put 
B=cB, and E = A’O’\B. 
k=kO 
Thus E is compact and has no interior. 
(B) Proofof( By (6) and (4), 
GABo(W) < f Cm,,(Bk) < f FP -=c G,,(BoW 
k=k, k=ko 
This proves (i). 
Before proving (ii) we will prove 
C,,,(Af)\E) 3 F&12-“k for all k > k, , (*I 
where F3 is independent of i and k. 
(C) PYOOfOf(C). w e are going to prove (*) for cq < n. The case cq = n 
can be proved in the same way. One just uses 2k instead of [(n/(n - aq))k]. 
The case 12 = 2 and ~rq = 2 has been proved in Fernstrom [5]. The idea of the 
proof of (*) is to select balls from the set {By’} so that they are disjoint and so 
that they are included in AC’. After this has been done we are going to estimate 
the capacity of the chosen balls. 
Let us consider all B:‘, k < s < [(n/(n - q))k], so that B(j) C At’. We get 
2”z balls with radius 6 k+z , 0 < I < [(n/(n - q))k] - k. Cak the balls D$‘). 
BY (3)7 
C C,,,(D:‘) < 
L&p]-, [$iipl 
1 2”ZF,(k +I)-” 2-n(k+l) = 2-nk C F,j-2. 
z=o j=k 
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Similarly 
Thus 
E$l 
C C,,,(d”) 2 24” jz F,f2. 
Y 
[q-&k1 
’ 2 < c C,,,(D(,“) < F,2-*” 
g&k1 
F12-nk 
z, ‘- 
. 2. 
j?k I- 
(7) 
Y 
If y # N and k is very large, then 
Dist(D’,Y’, Dp’) 3 2-1sk1-l _ 2k-& +7” 
Thus we can choose k, > k, , such that 
Dist(D$“, Dam’) 3 &2-h” (8) 
if K > k, and if y # N. From now on we will assume that k > k1 . Put 
D, = u,, Df). Then 
C,,,(&‘\E) b ccc&c>. (9) 
From (7) we see that 
C&D,) < c C&k’)) < F22-nk f j-“. 
Y j=k 
Hence 
C,,,(D,) < F22-nk f j-2. 
j=k 
V-3 
By the definition of C,,, we can choose fk ELQ(Z@), fk(x) > 0, such that 
and 
I G& - Y)fk(Y) dY 2 1 for all x E Dk (11) 
s 1 .fk(y)\” dY < 2G,Pk). (12) 
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If x E 0:’ and if k is big, then the H6lder inequality, Lemma 4, (12), and (10) 
combine to show that 
. 2C,,,(D,))1/* < 
I 
Fp2nk2Fa2--nk f j-z 
l/Q 
< {Fp2nk
j-k 
We can thus choose k, > k, , such that 
s Dist(y,DF’)>$2-&’ G.& - Y) fk(y) 4 < & 
if K 3 k, and if x E DQ’. Using this fact and (11) we see that 
D(y))<L2v-I]_k Ga(x -Y> 2fk(Y) dr 2 1 9 k . 1~ n-w 
(13) 
if x E D$” and if k > k, . 
Henceforth we will assume that k 3 k, . Set 
hkY(y) = 2fk(.d 
1 - Ak 
if Dist(y, Dk)) < 16 2 n--aQ 
1 - Lk 
x 0 if Dist(y, Dk)) > 16 2 n--aq 
From (8) we conclude that 
Set 
supp h$J) n supp /$’ = Cz? if y #N. (14) 
kk(Y) = c Q’(Y). 
Then 
2f,(Y) 2 hr(Y)* 
If x E Dz’, the definition of h$” and (13) imply that 
(15) 
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From the definition of C,,, it follows that 
(16) 
Using (12), (15), (14), (16), (7) and Lemma 2 we see that 
29+‘c,,,(D,) 3 29 j fit(Y)” dy 2 j hk(Y)n dy 
= c j &)(Y)' dr 3 c C&6')) 
Y Y 
[$$I 
> F12-“k Sk j-” 3 F12-nn: z * $ . 
Thus 
C,,,(D,) > F,2-9-l c~@2-~“k-’ if k > k, . 
This together with (9) proves (*). 
(D) Proof of (ii). 
(I) Let x E A(O) be fixed. 
There exists p > 0 such that for all k, A,(x) 3 A!$ for some i, . Let k > k, . 
From (*) we see that 
2”kCm,q(Ak(x)\E) 2 2W,,(A~$,\E) 3 2nkF,(k + p)-’ 2+tk+p’ 
= F&k + p)-’ 2-““. 
Therefore 
f 2”“c,,q(~,(~)\E) = 00. 
k=O 
(II) Let x $k A(O). 
If k is big enough we have 
and then from (I) we conclude that 
f 2”kc,,q(~k(~)\E) = So. 
k=O 
Q.E.D. 
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4. BOUNDED POINT EVALUATIONS AND CAPACITY 
In this section we will prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let P(x, D) be un elliptic operator of order m < n. 
(A) If n/(n - m) < p < CO, then x is a BPE for N(E) CL”(E) if and 
only if 
f 2’“-“‘kgC,,q(AIC(x)\E) < 00. 
k=O 
(B) If 1 < p < n/(n - m), then x is a BPE for M(E) CL=(E) if and only 
if x is an interior point of E. 
The proof of Theorem 3 requires some lemmas. We will let 1) f Ijg = 
CJ- If (xl” dxYg. 
LEMMA 5. LetfleLQ( KY), let 1 < q < co, and let 0 < aq < n. Then 
s IxlSr I G,*f(x)l”dx G’y~gl//~//,p, 
whereF is independent of Y and5 
Proof. 
!, ,<r ’ Ga *f(‘)l* dx G 2g-1 s, ,<7 / i,,, Gh’).f(x -Y) dy 1’ dx 5, 5. 
+ 2g-1 .i,z,s, &,,sT ~~(Y)~(x - Y> 4 1’ c’x 
= 29-‘(I, + Is). 
Using the Hijlder inequality and Lemma 4 we see that 
Thus 
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Minkowski’s inequality and Lemma 3 imply that 
Pa < 2 1 J;,,<,, Gh) 11 ‘fcx - ~9’” dxjl’g 4’ = s,,,<, G(Y) Ilfll, dy \ . 
Thus 
< F, I ’ y ‘- w”l’ Ivl<r Ilfll, dy = FP IL& . 
4 < Fgrag Iljll”, . Q.E.D. 
For 0 < 01 the Bessel potential spaces L,Q are defined to be (G= *J]JELQ} 
with norm defined by I] G, *f&,cl = IIJII, . If 01 = m is a positive integer, there 
are positive constants Fl and F2 such that 
for all functions f EL m*. We will call this inequality the Sobolev inequality. 
For the proof see Stein [17, p. 1351. 
Let Csm denote the space of all f E Cm with compact support and let Y denote 
the space of all f E Cm such that xaPf (x) is bounded for all 01 and /X 
LEMMA 6. Let f = G, *A where ,+=E Y. Assume that 0 < 1 flI < m and 
that n/(n - m) <p < CO. Then 
s IZIG ’ D6f(x)‘” dx < Fr(“-IBI)g /If II& , 
where F is independent of r, /I, andf. 
Proof. If 1 p j = m, the lemma follows immediately from the Sobolev 
inequality. We may therefore assume that 0 < / flI < m. It is well known that 
G, * GB = Ga+B . This means that 
f = G, *f = GAPI * (%I *f), 
and consequently 
DOf = Gm-181 * DO(Gls, *f). 
Observe that if p 3 n/(n - m), then Q < n/m. Hence if 1 j3 I > 0, then 
(m - I/? 1)~ < rz. Lemma 5 and the Sobolev inequality therefore imply that 
s,,,,, ’ DBf(x)‘g dx =JZIST I Gn-I,I * W% *fN91g dx 
< F.@+I)q 11 f II& . 
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Hence 
We will need some facts about capacitary extremals, which we w-ill state 
as a lemma. 
LEMMA 7. Suppose UC lRn is open and C,,,(U) < co. Then there is a 
function f E Lq such that 
(a) f(x) 3 0 for aZZ x E W, 
(b) G, *f(x) 3 1 for all x E U, 
(4 llf II: = Cm,,(~), 
(d) G, *f(x) < Q for all x E UP where Q is a constant that depends only 
on n and q. 
Parts (a), (b), and (c) are simply the definition of capacitary extremal. Part (d) 
is the boundedness principle for capacitary extremals. For a proof of Lemma 7 
we refer the reader to Adams and Meyers [l] or Maz’ja and Havin [12]. We will 
need a related result for compact sets. 
LEMMA 8. Let KC Rn be compact and C,,,(K) > 0. There is a function 
g E Ca( W) such that 
(a) g(x) > 0 for all x E UP, 
(b) G, *g(x) > 1 in a neighborhood of K, 
(c) G, *g(x) < Q for all x E W, 
(4 II g II: G 2Cvz(K). 
Proof. Let U be an open set such that KC U and C,,,(U) < 2C,,,(K). 
Choose f by Lemma 7. Suppose E > 0 is so small that K,, = {x: Dist(K, X) < 
26) C U. Let p E Caa( [w”) satisfy 0 < v(x), ST(X) dx = 1, and v(x) = 0 if 
1 x I > E. Then g = v *f satisfies (a), (b), (c), and (d). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 9. Suppose 0 < X < 1 and 0 < 01 < GO. Then there is a constant C 
depending only on A, 01, and q such that 
for all y E Laq n L”. 
II v II ruA.O/A G c II 9J llkl II ?J IIF 
For periodic functions (on [0, 27~1) th is result is due to Hirschman [lo]. 
We will need this inequality when both 01 and 01(1 - X) are integers, in which 
case this is the well-known inequality of Nirenberg and Gagliardo (see [14]). 
For a proof of Lemma 9 in the generality stated here see [I]. In the case needed 
here, when r+~ = G, *f, f 3 0, the proof is easy and is found in [6]. 
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For a compact set E, let E, = {x 1 Dist(x, E) < c}. Let A, = Ah(O) and let 
A,’ = {x I 2-k-2 < 1 x 1 < 2-k+‘}. 
LEMMA 10. Suppose n/(n - m) <p < co. Let EC W be compact and 
suppose 
-f 2(n--mWqC m&b\E) < *- 
k=O 
Then for each E > 0 and for each k 3 0 there is a function #k E Cm such that 
(a) #k(x) = I for x near A,‘\&, 
(b) J,sls2-k+1 I DB#m(x)lq dx <F2--k(m-‘B’)q C,,,(A,‘\E) 
for j/3 1 < m and for all k. The constant F depends only on n, q, and m. 
Proof. If n/(n - m) <p < co or if p = n/(n - m) and if we require (b) 
only for 0 < 1 j3 I < m, then the result follows easily using the result of Adams 
and Polking [2] and Lemma 6. In fact for these cases it is not even necessary 
to assume that C,“=, 2(n-m)kq C,,,(A,\E) < co. To handle the one case when 
p = n/(n - m) and p = 0 we must go to some trouble. The proof we will give 
does not distinguish this case, however. 
Notice that by the subadditivity of the capacity C,,, we have 
‘f 2(n--m)kqCm,q(Ak’\E) < co, 
k=O 
and therefore that 
as k --+ 0. 
2(n--m)kaCm,q(Ak’\E) + 0 (1) 
If A,‘\E = o set g, = 0. If A,‘\E # ,B, then C,,,(A,‘\E) > 0 and 
C,,,(A,‘\&) > 0 for some 6 with 0 < 6 < E. In this case choose g, for the 
compact set A,‘\E, using Lemma 8. If / x I < 2--8+3/2 then by Holder’s 
inequality 
I ,1/,~2-L+~ Gdx - y) gk(y) dY G [[v,>2mk Gm(Y)” dy 1”’ /Igk /Iq . 
Since /I g, 11: < 2C,,,(A,‘\E), by using Lemma 4 and (l), we see that there is a k, 
such that if k > k,, , then 
G& - Y) gk(y) dY < 4 
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for 1 x 1 < 2--lc+3/2. Because G, * gk(x) > 1 for x in a neighborhood of Ak‘\Ec , 
it follows that 
s G& -Y) g&9 dr > 4 (2) 1 VI <z-K+2 
for x in a neighborhood of A,‘\E, . Choose vk E Com( R,) such that 0 < ~~(3) < 1 
for all x, vk(x) = 1 for / x 1 < 2-7c+2, and P)~(x) = 0 for / x I > 2-“+3. Set 
hk(X) = %?&) ‘Ykc(4 
Then by (2) 
Gm * b(x) 3 1 for x near A,‘\E, . (3) 
Trivially we have 
II A, II: < 2’ II g, II: < 2g+‘G,,&‘\E)~ (4) 
0 < Gn * &c(x) < 2&z *g&4 < 2Q for all x E DP. (5) 
Finally, since &(x) = 0 for / x ( >, 2--k+3, an application of Minkowski’s 
inequality shows that 
s ,,l~2-K+1 (Gn * uX))q dx = 1 lZl<Z-“+’ 
1s 
j1142-k+3 
Gn(x -Y) MY) 4f dx 
G 
IS GAY) dyly It h II,” (6) jv1<24+4 
= F,2-““X’,,,,,(A,‘\E) 
where Fl is independent of k and E. 
Now let 0 be a real valued infinitely differentiable function on R such that 
Set 
0 < Q(t) < 2t for t 3 0, 
Q(t) E 1 for t>,l. 
A44 = @(Gm * M4). 
(7) 
(8) 
Then I,!J~ E Cm(W) and (a) follows from (3) and (8). In addition for p = 0 
(b) follows from (6) and (7). For /3 # 0 (b) follows from Lemma 6, the inequality 
II $k Ilm.a. G F2 II h Ilp. > (9) 
and (4). To see that (9) is true it suffices, using (5), to prove that 
II @Wllnz.~ < Fs llfllm., & llfllm 1 
(ml k, (10) 
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for f EL,Q n C”. By the Sobolev inequality we need only concentrate on 
estimating I/ DV(f)/\, . By the iterated chain rule it suffices to estimate 
11 JJi=, D’“f (IQ where I yk 1 2 1 and Ci=, yk = p and 1 p 1 < m. If s = 1 the 
estimate is trivial, so suppose s > 1. Then 0 < hk = / yk \/I /3 1 < 1 for 1 < k < s 
and C h, = 1. Hence by the generalized Holder inequality, the Sobolev 
inequality, and Lemma 9 we have 
k=l 
and inequality (IO) follows. 
= F, Ilf ha IlfllE?, 
Proof of Theorem 3(A). Suppose that 0 is a BPE for N(E) CLp(E). By 
Theorem 1 there is a function f E L:,,,,(Q) with f(x) = H(0, x) for x E SZ\E. 
Choose 9, E C,m(Q) with y(x) = 1 for I x ( < E. Then cpf EL,~ so there is a 
function g E Lq such that vf = G, * g. Hence for a suitable constant Fl , 
s G,(x - y) Fl I g(y)1 4 2 & I W-A 41 2 I x Pn 
for x E B,(e)\E. Choose k, so that A, C B,(E) for k > k, . Then if k > k, 
.c Gn(x - Y> Fl I .&)I & 3 I x lm--n 
> 2k(n-m) for x E A,\E. 
(1) 
On the other hand notice that if x E A, , then by Holder’s inequality 
By Lemma 4 we can choose k, so large that if k > k, , then 
s G,(x - y) Fl I g(y)\ dy < W(n-m), x E A,\E. (2) IMA*’ 
580/28/I-2 
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If k > k, then by (1) and (2) 
I G,(x - y) 2-k’(“-Tn)+1FI 1 g(y)/ dy > 1, x E A,\E. lEAkr 
By the definition of C,,, it follows that 
C,,,,,(A,\E) < 2-k(n-m’a+gF1q 
s YEA; I k$YP dY. 
Consequently 
-f 2K’n-mWm,,(Ak\E) < 3 . 2qFIq 1 Ig(y dy < co 
k=kl 
and therefore 
f 2”‘*-m’~C,,,,(Ak\E) < co. 
k=O 
To prove the converse suppose that C,“=, 2(11--m)knCm,o(Ak\E) < CO. Choose 
9 E Corn(W) such that 
(0 
v(t) = ) 1 
if t < f or t > 2 
if $<t<l. 
For each integer k set 
%(X) = 91p I x l,i f VP I x I)- 
j=-a 
Then supp pk C A,’ and xz=-, vk(x) 3 1 for 0 < 1 x I. Furthermore for each 
multiindex p there is a constant F4 such that 
Given E > 0 choose the functions #k by Lemma 10. Since supp P)~ C Ak’, we 
have #k’pk = pk on the complement of E, . Thus x:,” && = 1 on B,(a)\E< . 
Choose x E Corn(Q) with x(x) E 1 near E and set h(x) = x(x) H(0, x). Then for 
each multiindex /I there is a constant FB such that 
1 Dh(x)/ < FB / x lnz-n-ldl. (4) 
set fc = hz,” &pk = c,” $khk where h k = v,,h. From (3) and (4) and the 
fact that supp (Pi C Ak’, it follows that 
1 Ph,(x)/ < Fg2k(n-m+‘B”. (5) 
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But then using (5) and Lemma 10 
<F, f’ 1 2kln--nz+lW)q j- 
1 D$k(x)iq dx 
k=O I B+vl <m IXl&Z-k+’ 
< F4 f 2’n-m’kaC,,&‘&‘\E) 
k=O 
< F6 f 2’“-m’kqC,,g(&\E). 
k=O 
Thus {f6} is a bounded net in L,g, and we can choose a subsequence {fEj} which 
converges weakly in L,g. Let f(x) = lirnjeW fJx) + (1 - x) H(0, x). Then 
~~L&,I&) and f(x) = MO, x) f or x E sZ\E. By Theorem 1, 0 is a BPE for 
N(E) C Lp(E). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 3B. If x is an interior point of E there is a function x E Cm(sZ) 
such that x(y) = 1 for y E Q\E and x(y) = 0 for y near x. Then f(y) = x(y) 
H(x, y) E Cm(J2) and f(y) = H(x, y) for y E Q\E. By Theorem 1 x is a BPE. 
On the other hand if x is a BPE, by Theorem 1 there is a function f E L&,,(Q) 
such that f (y) = H(x, y) for y E Q\E. Since p < n/(n - m), mq > n, so by the 
Sobolev embedding theorem f is a continuous function on Sz. However, for 
y E Q\E we have / f(y)1 = 1 H(x, y)i > F ( x - y (m-n. Since m < 12 this is not 
possible unless x is an interior point. 
5. APPROXIMATION IN Lp 
The following theorem is due to Polking [15] and Hedberg [7]. 
THEOREM 4. Let E be a compact set without interior and let m < n. 
(A) If n/(n - m) < p < 00 the following statements are equivalent. 
(i) N(E) is dense in Lp(E). 
(ii> GAU\E) = C,,,(U) for all open sets U. 
(iii) lim SUP,,~ c-V,,,(B,(E)\E) > 0 for almost all x E E. 
(B) If 1 < p < n(n - m), then N(E) is dense in Lp(E). 
That (i) and (ii) in part (A) are equivalent is proved in [ 151. That (ii) and (iii) 
are equivalent is proved in [7]. 
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We are now ready to state our main result. 
THEOREM 5. Let m <n. 
(A) (n/(n - m) <p < CD). Let E be a compact set without interior. If 
A’“(E) is dense in LP( E) then no point of E is a BPE for N(E) C Lp(E). 
(B) (1) (n/m <p < co). Let E be a compact set without interior. If no 
point of E is a BPE for X(E) C Lp(E) then N(E) is dense in Lp(E). 
(2) (n/(n - m) < p < n/m). There is a compact set E without interior 
such that 
(i) no point of E is a BPE for N(E) C Lp(E), 
(ii) M(E) is not dense in Lp(E). 
(C) (1 < p < n/(n - m)). If E is a compact set without interior then 
M(E) is dense in Lp(E) and no point of E is a BPE for N(E) C Lp(E). 
Remark 1. Unless m < n/2 case (2) in part (B) is vacuous. 
Remark 2. If P(x, 0) is of order m > 71 then N(E) is always dense in 
Lp(E) provided E has no interior (see [IS]). On the other hand there are no 
BPE’s. To see this suppose x E E is a BPE. Then by Theorem 1 there is a function 
f ELP,,&SZ) such that f(y) = H(x, y) for y E Q\E. Then f is continuous by 
the Sobolev embedding theorem, and, since E is nowhere dense, we must have 
f(y) = H(x, y) for all y E a. But then tP(y, D) f (y) = 6, E Lq which is a 
contradiction. 
Proof of Theorem 5(A). If n/(n - m) <p < co then 1 < q < n/m. Suppose 
JV(E)~~S dense in Lp(E). By Th eorem 4 there is a constant F such that 
C,,,(A,(x)\E) > FC,,&&(x)) where B,(x) = {y j 2-“-r < I y ~ x I -C 2-9. 
Using Lemma 1 we see that 
Cn,,(4(4\E) 2 FGn,,(&x)) 3 Kn,,(%(~-W 
In either case it follows that 
k=O 
so by Theorem 3(A) x is not a BPE for M(E) CLp(E). 
Proof of Theorem 5(B). (1) We may suppose that n/m < p and n/(n - m)<p. 
Suppose N(E) is not dense in Lp(E). Then by Theorem 4 there is a point x E E 
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such that C,,,(A,(x)\E) < 2-n7c for all k 3 k,, . Then since q < n/(n - m) 
we have 
=f 2(~-~)kqCm,a(Ak(x)\E) < f 2[+m)Q--nlk < Co. 
k=k, k=k, 
By Theorem 3(A) x is a BPE for M(E) CLp(E). 
(2) Since n/(n - m) < p < n/m we also have n/(n - m) < q < n/m. 
Let E be the set constructed in Theorem 2 with 01 = m. Then statement (i) in 
Theorem 2 together with Theorem 4(A) implies that M(E) is not dense in 
U(E). On the other hand statement (ii) in Theorem 2 together with Theorem 3(A) 
implies that no point of E is a BPE for N(E) CL”(E). 
Proof of Theorem 5(C). This is simply a restatement of Theorem 4(B) and 
Theorem 3(B). Q.E.D. 
6. ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 
In this section we are going to study the complex plane. Let y(E) be the 
space of all functions, which are analytic in a neightborhood of E. In the following 
definition let m denote the Lebesgue measure. 
DEFINITION 3. Let E be a compact set. A point z E E is a bounded point 
derivation (BPD) of order s, s 3 0, for y(E) CL”(E), if there is a constant F 
such that 
for all f, f E y(E). 
The following theorem is proved just as Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 6. Let E be a compact set. 
(A) Assume that p > 2. Then x is a BPD of order s for y(E) in Lp(E) if and 
only if 
$2 (“+l)kQCl,,(Ak(z)\E) < CO. 
k=O 
(B) Assume that 1 <p < 2. Then z is a BPD of order s for y(E) in LqE) 
if and only if z is an interior point of E. 
Remark. Hedberg [S] proved Theorem 6 for p + 2. He has also proved that 
the condition in (A) is necessary for a point to be a BPD of order s for y(E) 
in L2( E) . 
Since the operator a/% is included in our investigations, Theorem 5 is true 
for y(E). We omit the precise formulation. 
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